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Field Guide to Newfoundland and Labrador
by  Michael Collins 
Jan 31, 2023 Paperback , Trade $34.95 CAD

A rich and informative guide to the common—and uncommon—beauty of the province. 

The most comprehensive guide of its kind on the market today, the Field Guide to Newfoundland and
Labrador features more than 900 photographs and illustrations: from flora and fauna to icebergs and
weather, no stone is left unturned in this perfect introduction to the province’s life and landscape.
Compiled and edited by Memorial University biologist Michael Collins, with contributions from over
twenty renowned experts, the guide is accessible, durable, perfectly sized, and indexed for ease of
use in the field. You’re ready. Now explore.
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Making a Chaputs
The Teachings and Responsibilities of a Canoe Maker
by  Joe Martin , Alan L. Hoover 
Jun 18, 2022 Paperback , Trade $24.95 CAD

A rich visual testament to the practical and cultural power of the dugout canoe, balanced
in its description of meaning and method.

Tla-o-qui-aht master canoe maker Joe Martin, in collaboration with former museum curator Alan
Hoover, describes the meaning and method behind one of the most vivid and memorable symbols
of the Northwest Coast: the dugout canoe. Both artform and technological marvel, the chaputs
carries Indigenous cultural knowledge passed down through generations, not only of the practical
forestry and woodworking that shape every canoe, but also of the role and responsibilities of the
canoe maker.

The text includes both a step-by-step explanation of the canoe-making process from tree selection
onward (carefully described and dynamically illustrated) and the personal histories of a number of
Joe?s canoes, encompassing their planning, creation, cultural significance and role in the process of
reconciliation. The teachings Joe received from his father and the expertise he has gained in a
lifetime of canoe-making are recorded here in his own words for generations to come.
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The Book of Nature Connection
70 Sensory Activities for All Ages
by  Dr. Jacob Rodenburg 
Apr 19, 2022 Paperback , Trade $24.99 CAD

Unplug from technology and "plug in" to nature through the wonder of your senses.

The Book of Nature Connection is packed with fun activities for using all our senses to engage with
nature in a deep and nourishing way.

From "extenda-ears" and acorn whistles to bird calls, camouflage games, and scent scavenger hunts,
enjoy over 70 diverse, engaging, sensory activities for all ages that promote mindfulness and nature
connection.

With activities grouped by the main senses – hearing, sight, smell, touch, and taste – plus sensory
walks and group games, The Book of Nature Connection is both a powerful learning tool kit and the
cure for sensory anesthesia brought on by screen time and lives lived indoors.

Whisper in birds, be dazzled by nature's kaleidoscope of colors, taste the freshness of each season,
learn to savor the scented world of evergreens, hug a tree and feel the bark against your cheek.
Spending time in nature with all senses tuned and primed helps us feel like we belong to the natural
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Wild Nights Out
The Magic of Exploring the Outdoors After Dark
by  Chris Salisbury, Chris Packham
Jun 03, 2021 Paperback , Trade $26.95 CAD

"The book gives adults ideas for activities to get kids outside after the sun goes down,
from night hikes to trapping moths. It’s also a fascinating meditation on humans’
relationship with darkness.”—Outside

"A fun, inventive adventure guide about helping children explore nature after dark . . . Its
activities are a great excuse to turn off the television, set down smartphones, and explore
the rich, mysterious world just beyond the back door."—Foreword Reviews

The go-to guide for exploring nature at night, whether on summer holidays, weekends
away or even back garden adventures!

Foreword by Chris Packham, author, naturalist, and BBC presenter

Learn how to call for owls, walk like a fox and expand your sensory perceptions. Wild Nights
Out is a wonderful new hands-on guide for those who wish to take kids (of all ages) outdoors for
fun, thrilling nighttime nature adventures.

Parents, grandparents, teachers and nature educators alike will discover a wealth of unique
activities to explore the natural world from dusk till dawn. Alongside games, walks and exercises
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Mother Earth News Wiser Living Series 
Keeping Bees with a Smile
Principles and Practice of Natural Beekeeping
by  Fedor Lazutin, Leo Sharashkin
Apr 07, 2020 Paperback , Trade $34.99 CAD

The updated bestselling guide to laid-back beekeeping for all, naturally!

Are you a beginner beekeeper curious about bees or a practicing beekeeper looking for natural
alternatives that work? Then this book is for you!

In the second edition of the bestselling beekeeping guide Keeping Bees with a Smile, Fedor Lazutin,
one of Europe's most successful natural beekeepers, shares the bee-friendly approach to apiculture
that is fun, healthful, rewarding, and accessible to all. This new edition includes dozens of color
photographs, new hive management techniques, and an updated version of "Lazutin hive" plans.
Additional coverage includes:

Keeping bees naturally without interfering in their lives
Starting an apiary for free by attracting local bee swarms
Building low-maintenance hives that mimic how bees live in nature
Keeping colonies healthy and strong without any drugs, sugar, or gimmickry
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Homegrown City Life 
8
The Elderberry Book
Forage, Cultivate, Prepare, Preserve
by  John Moody
Sep 24, 2019 Paperback , Trade $24.99 CAD

Your go-to guide for everything from cultivation to wine-making with one of humanity's
oldest plant friends

Spanning history and geography, The Elderberry Book takes you on an adventure, deepening your
appreciation of a plant that has played a crucial role across the world for thousands of years.
Through this fun, inspirational, and educational resource, discover:

Elderberry's amazing history
Cultivating and foraging, from the balcony to the backyard
Various traditional food and medicine preparations
Simple wine-making techniques
Traditional crafts and tools.
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DIY Mushroom Cultivation
Growing Mushrooms at Home for Food, Medicine, and Soil
by  Willoughby Arevalo
Jul 16, 2019 Paperback , Trade $29.99 CAD

Bring mushrooms into your life as you dive into the practice of home-scale mushroom
cultivation

With applications in permaculture, urban farming, cooking, natural medicine, and the arts, interest in home-scale mushroom cultivation is exploding. Yet many beginners remain daunted by the perceived complexity of working with fungi.

DIY Mushroom Cultivation is the remedy, presenting proven, reliable, low-cost techniques for home-
scale cultivation that eliminate the need for a clean-air lab space to grow various mushrooms and
their mycelium.

Beautiful full-color photos and step-by-step instructions accompany a foundation of mushroom
biology and ecology to support a holistic understanding of the practice. Growing techniques are
applicable year-round, for any space from house to apartment, and for any climate, budget, or goal.
Techniques include:

Setting up a home growing space
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A Bestiary of the Anthropocene
Hybrid Plants, Animals, Minerals, Fungi, and Other Specimens
by  Nicolas Nova, DISNOVATION.ORG
May 18, 2021 Paperback , Trade $47.95 CAD

Gorgeously printed in silver ink on black paper, this field guide to our new world of hybrid
specimens catalogs the conflation of the technosphere and the biosphere

Plastiglomerates, surveillance robot dogs, fordite, artificial grass, antenna trees, COVID-19,
decapitated mountains, drone-fighting eagles, standardized bananas: all of these specimens—some
more familiar than others—are examples of the hybridity that shapes the current landscapes of
science, technology and everyday life. Inspired by medieval bestiaries and the increasingly visible
effects of climate change on the planet, French researcher Nicolas Nova & art collective
DISNOVATION.ORG provide an ethnographic guide to the “post-natural” era in which we live,
highlighting the amalgamations of nature and artifice that already co-exist in the 21st century.

A sort of field handbook, A Bestiary of the Anthropocene aims to help us orient ourselves within the
technosphere and the biosphere. What happens when technologies and their unintended
consequences become so ubiquitous that it is difficult to define what is “natural” or not? What does it
mean to live in a hybrid environment made of organic and synthetic matter? In order to answer such
questions, Nova & DISNOVATION.ORG bring their own research together with contributions from
collectives such as the Center for Genomic Gastronomy and Aliens in Green as well as text by
scholars and researchers from around the world. Polish graphic designer Maria Roszkowska provides
illustrations.
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Forest For The Trees
by  Rita Leistner, Don McKellar
Oct 21, 2021 Hardcover $69.00 CAD

Rita Leistner planted over half a million trees from 1984-93. She spent the next twenty years working
as a documentary photographer and photojournalist, primarily in war zones, claiming the
backbreaking work of tree planting and the logistical skills she acquired as a crew boss prepared her
for thriving in challenging environments. Returning to the cut-block (the vast swathes of land cleared
by logging) in 2016, Leistner “embedded” with a community of 100 tree planters, spending four years
living in their bush camps in remote parts of western Canada. She creates heroic and uncanny
portraits of work and of the land in homage to the people, profession and environment that were so
formative to her. High production tree planting is only in its second generation (it became necessary
with the rise of mechanical logging in the late 1960s). Tree planting is a hybrid industrial labour and
high intensity sport, where Canadian tree planters set the bar and are without peers worldwide.
Today, tree planting is at a crossroads: the crucial moment at which it is transitioning from being
something securely within the forestry industry to a kind of Anthropocene climate change symptom
and solution. In addition to the book, the five-year project resulted in large scale works that are in
major collections in Canada, and a feature documentary film Forest for the Trees (2021).

Forest for the Trees is a finalist in the 2022 Banff Mountain Book and Film Competition.
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Royal BC Museum Handbook 
Mushrooms of British Columbia
by  Andy MacKinnon , Kem Luther 
Sep 03, 2021 Paperback , Trade $34.95 CAD

With more species of fungi than any other region in Canada, British Columbia is a rich playground for
mushroom hunters. Now there?s Mushrooms of British Columbia, the newest handbook from the
Royal BC Museum. It?s perfect for anyone wanting to know more about BC mushrooms?whether for
study, harvest, photography or appreciation.

Authors and mushroom experts Andy MacKinnon and Kem Luther bring a practical and playful
approach to helping people quickly and confidently identify the mushrooms of British Columbia.
Common names trump technical terminology, fungi are grouped by overall shape, and written
descriptions of more than 350 common species are reinforced with carefully curated diagnostic
images.

This is the go-to guidebook for anyone, amateur or expert, who loves to study, draw, photograph and
eat BC mushrooms.
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